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While both academic and popular writing on Hong Kong cinema has proliferated 
in recent years， only a handful of works have attempted a more comprehensive survey 
of the industry than possible in the essay format. Of these, David Bordwelfs Planet 
stands out as not only the most accessible， but also perhaps the most 
innovative， study of Hong Kong film to date. He shares with other writers a concern 
with addressing the criticisms of those who denigrate Hong Kong cinema “as aimed 
at the ‘lowest common denominator.’ ” 1 Yet， in contrast with studies aimed at miti- 
gating the sting of such criticisms， Bordwell grounds his study in an epic defense of 
the popular film itself, embracing the commercial conditions of the Hong Kong film 
industry as one key explanation for its products, enduring appeal to fans and scholars 
alike.
1 Stephen Teo, Hong Kong Cinema: The Extra Dimensions (London: British Film Institute, 1997) 97.
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This project is nowhere better exemplified than in chapters analyzing the cre­
ative potential of those narrative, generic, and industrial “constraints” 2 that shape 
commercial cinema. In “Formula, Form， and Norm，” Bordwell analyzes three main­
stays of Hong Kong popular film -------genre, stars, and style------- from the perspec­
tive of his conviction that “conventions are enabling.” 3 This assertion is premised 
on a recognition of the ultimately commercial nature of (popular) film， in general; yet, 
Bordwell’s analysis is particularly insightful when addressing the specific ways in 
which Hong Kong cinema mobilizes its own cinematic conventions in the creation of 
new films. An all-too~brief observation of the “intertexuality” 4 of Hong Kong films 
complements his discussion of the “ ‘multigenre， movie/* 5 in which the commin­
gling of comedy, drama, romance, and gambling in films such as Du sheng ( I # #  All 
for the Winner  ^1990) helps ensure that^virtually no Hong Kong movie would become 
a ‘pure’ genre piece.^ 6 Similarly, his more industry-oriented observation that 
'Virtually no Hong Kong movies generate income from toys, games, and other 
merchandise， so stars become the most exploitable element，” 7 8offers a valuable per- 
spective on the ongoing popularity of stars. Rather than purely reflecting the socio­
logical or psychological situatedness of their fans, Bordwell argues for the sheer plea­
sure of watching films in which familiar star personae are turned upside down. One 
such example is “ TWstar (1996) [which] puts Leslie Cheung in a priest’s outfit and an 
Elvis costume, gives Lau Ching-wan a beard and a cigar, and makes the virginal Anita 
Yuen a cigarette-smoking hooker.M 8
Tying such observations together is Bordwell5s belief in the ultimately dialectic 
nature of Hong Kong film. In his discussion of Hong Kong film narratives, HPlots, 
Slacked and Stretched/* Bordwell notes that, while ^critics normally deplore follow­
ups as crass efforts to cash in on hits [...] sequels and prequels can rework motifs we 
know, enriching them through new associations [.„] we bring knowledge of the first
2 Ibid, 149.
3 Ibid, 149.
4 Ibid, 153.
5 Ibid, 151.
6 Ibid, 151.
7 Ibid, 157.
8 Ibid, 158.
entries to the prequel and watch how that knowledge is stretched or qualified by a new 
context.” 9 As in his discussion of Hong Kong film stars, critical here is Bordwell’ s 
implicit emphasis on audience as one key site of cinematic meaning-making. While 
the kind of minute shot-by-shot analysis characteristic of BordwelFs other writings is 
equally in evidence in Planet Hong K on g , here it is mobilized in an exposition of the 
effects of Hong Kong cinema. That is， it contributes to a much-needed explanation of 
the reasons why watching Hong Kong films can be such a pleasurable experience.
It is in his unique analysis of Chongqing senlin Chungking Express,
1994) that this project is most fully realized. One of the most thoroughly analyzed 
films emerging in tiie 1990s， •五xpress is frequently “treat[ed] as an alle- 
gory of time and space in modern (or postmodern) Hong Kong,M 10 in which the then- 
approaching 1997 handover looms over its denizens. While acknowledging the rel­
evance of such arguments, Bordwell departs from them, offering instead a characteris- 
tically detailed look at the film from the perspective of romance. His analysis brings 
together various elements of the film^ style and structure, culminating in the conclu­
sion-------not only of the essay but also Planet Hong Kong itself------- that Wong Kar-
wais film, ** deeply indebted to popular tradition, committed to a conception of light 
cinema [...] nourishes all filmmakers who dream of movies that are at once experimen­
tal and irresistibly en3〇yable.H 11 Bordweirs commitment to the pleasures of Hong Kong 
cinema is the book’s greatest strength.
Throughout Planet Hong Kongt Bordwell goes to pains to differentiate the vari­
ous audiences of Hong Kong cinema, observing throughout its reception by local Hong 
Kong, overseas Asian, sub-cultural American, and academic/critical viewers. His un­
derstanding of the Western (American) audience, in particular, is insightful, inasmuch 
as this sub-culture has received comparatively little attention (although this has begun 
to change with recent essays by David Desser and Jinsoo An, among others). Yet, this 
strength arguably constitutes one of the books few weaknesses. The posited reader- 
ship for Planet Hong Kong are those Westerners for whom Hong Kong cinema is as yet 
little more than one of excessive pleasures. If Stephen Teos Hong Kong Cinema: The
9 Ibid, 188,
10 Ibid, 283.
11 Ibid, 289.
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Extra Dimensions perhaps assumes more knowledge of both Hong Kong films and 
Chinese culture than that held by the average reader，Bordwell’s book seems to assume 
too little. Particularly jarring is his reliance on Anglicized titles and names. While the 
argument can be made that information such as films， original Chinese titles is both 
complex (raising issues of Mandarin versus Cantonese transcription) and distracting 
as a part of the main text, the lack of even an appendix containing this information 
diminishes the book’s relevance to the readers outside the English-speaking context 
While Planet Hong Kong is most invaluable to students of Hong Kong cinema, it 
should not be forgotten that this study is equally important to scholars. Through his 
attention to issues of style, form, and industry, Bordwell offers new ways of thinking 
about even those films that have become standards of academic and critical writing on 
the subject, contributing a unique and generative framework for further considerations 
of Hong Kong cinema.
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